Mars is less active tectonically than Earth, so that one might expect a cooler interior and a higher viscosity. On the other hand, experimental studies (12) indicate that the effective viscosity of Mars may be 4 x 1020 Pa-s or less (for tectonic loads on the order of 100 bars, rather than the more modest -1 bar for the massive caps). Thus the range of viscosities shown in Fig. 1 does not appear to be unreasonable, and the axial tilt of Mars may have changed significantly over the age of the solar system. This could have important implications for the paleoclimate of this planet.
Viking spacecraft measurements indicate that -3 x 1017 kg of CO2 is flushed every 105 years from the megaregolith (7, 10). Such a vast reservoir of oxygen is needed to explain the lack of enrichment of 180 relative to 160, as would be expected from exospheric escape. I will adopt an estimate of Mi = 1017 kg, with P = 10° (7).
The effective viscosity of Mars' mantle is not known; the change in obliquity for various viscosities based on Eqs. 8 through 10 is shown in Fig. 1 . For comparison, the effective viscosity of Earth's upper mantle is about 1021 Pa-s (11). Values only slightly higher than Earth's account for nearly the entire obliquity of the red planet.
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where R is the planetary radius, and 0* is the latitude defined to be 0° at the equator and -90° at the South Pole. When the isopleths are not azimuthally symmetric, Eq. 2 can still be used to define the equivalent latitude OE,
A(t, fl*) = 2rrR2[1 -cos(90° + OE)] (3)
The equivalent latitude represents the latitude at which a zonally symmetric contour fn* would lie if it enclosed an area A(t, fl*). The entire Southern Hemisphere has an area A = 2rrR2, and we will adopt this quantity as a convenient unit. Another important physical quantity is the total area-integrated Female green turtles exhibit strong nest-site fidelity as adults, but whether the nesting beach is the natal site is not known. Under the natal homing hypothesis, females return to their natal beach to nest, whereas under the social facilitation model, virgin females follow experienced breeders to nesting beaches and after a "favorable" nesting experience, fix on that site for future nestings. Differences shown in mitochondrial DNA genotype frequency among green turtle colonies in the Caribbean Sea and Atlantic Ocean are consistent with natal homing expectations and indicate that social facilitation to nonnatal sites is rare.
